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Abstract

Working memory is sensitive to aging-related decline. Evidence exists that aging is accompanied by a reorganization of the working-memory circuitry, but the underlying neurocognitive mechanisms are unclear. In this study, we examined aging-related changes in prefrontal activation during working-memory performance using functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS), a noninvasive neuroimaging technique. Seventeen healthy young (21–32 years) and 17 healthy older adults (64–81 years) performed a verbal working-memory task (n-back). Oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin concentration changes were registered by two fNIRS channels located over the left and right prefrontal cortex. Increased working-memory load resulted in worse performance compared to the control condition in older adults, but not in young participants. In both young and older adults, prefrontal activation increased with rising working-memory load. Young adults showed slight right-hemispheric dominance at low levels of working-memory load, while no hemispheric differences were apparent in older adults. Analysis of the time-activation curve during the high working-memory load condition revealed a continuous increase of the hemodynamic response in the young. In contrast to that, a quadratic pattern of activation was found in the older participants. Based on these results it could be hypothesized that young adults were better able to keep the prefrontal cortex recruited over a prolonged period of time. To conclude, already at low levels of working-memory load do older adults recruit both hemispheres, possibly in an attempt to compensate for the observed aging-related decline in performance. Also, our study shows that aging effects on the time course of the hemodynamic response must be taken into account in the interpretation of the results of neuroimaging studies that rely on blood oxygen levels, such as fMRI.

Introduction

Working memory is one of the cognitive functions that is particularly sensitive to aging-related decline [1–3]. Aging is associated with both decrements in working-memory capacity and alterations in working-memory processing networks [4]. In contrast to young adults, older people have been reported to demonstrate more bilaterally organized prefrontal components of the working-memory circuitry [5]. Further, reduced hippocampal activity [6] and additional activation of prefrontal regions during working-memory performance has been reported [7].

The precise underlying neurocognitive mechanisms of altered prefrontal activation in older adults are unclear. Two main hypothesis regarding the alterations have been proposed: the dedifferentiation and compensation hypotheses. The dedifferentiation view holds that due to decreased neural responsivity and increased neural noise, the cortical representations become less distinctive in the aging brain. This leads to the recruitment of similar brain systems by different neurocognitive functions, regardless of whether it is beneficial for behavioral performance or not [8]. According to the compensatory reorganization hypothesis, additional recruitment of brain regions may represent compensatory mechanisms recruited to counteract aging-related neurocognitive decline, in order to achieve or attempt to achieve the same performance levels as younger adults [9,10].

The recruitment of additional neural circuitry is not unique to the aging brain. The Compensation-Related Utilization of Neural Circuits Hypothesis (CRUNCH) proposes that, irrespective of age, neural engagement varies with the level of task demand [9]. According to CRUNCH, declined neural efficiency in older adults leads to recruitment of more neural resources than young adults at low levels of task demand. However, as task demands increase, older adults reach a limit of neural resource availability, resulting in underactivation relative to young adults at higher loads. Consistent with this notion, previous functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) and electroencephalography (EEG) re-
search showed that working-memory processing is modulated by working-memory load and age [11–15].

The current study utilizes functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS), a noninvasive neuroimaging technique, to gain more insight into aging-related changes in functional prefrontal activation patterns during working-memory performance. The principles of fNIRS have been extensively described [for review see [16–18]]. fNIRS is particularly sensitive to the microvasculature [19,20] and enables monitoring of concentration changes in cortical oxygenated ([O₂Hb]) and deoxygenated hemoglobin ([HHb]) with high temporal resolution. Based on the tight coupling of neural activity and oxygen delivery [21], both increases in [O₂Hb] and decreases in [HHb] are taken as indicator of cortical activation [22]. fNIRS has been used to gain more insight into the physiological mechanisms of the BOLD response during fMRI [22] and may, for example, be a useful technique for brain-computer interfaces [23]. In comparison to fMRI, fNIRS has low running costs, a high portability, it is relatively insensitive to movement artifacts, and it enables measurements in a natural setting. These advantages of fNIRS make the technique perfectly suitable to study functional brain activation in a broad range of participants including children, psychiatric patients, and elderly.

Few studies have applied fNIRS in the field of cognitive aging. These fNIRS studies showed an aging-related decline in prefrontal activity during performance of an arithmetic task [24], a verbal fluency task [25], a Stroop task [26], three subtests of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale [27], or a walking-while-talking task [28]. Herrmann et al. [29] found aging-related decline in prefrontal activity during a verbal fluency task. Young adults showed left-hemispheric lateralization, but older adults did not show a lateralization effect. Tsuchi et al. [30] reported that the right inferior frontal cortex was more activated than the left inferior frontal cortex in young adults during performance of a deductive reasoning task. Older adults additionally recruited the left inferior frontal cortex in order to compensate for age-related decline. To our knowledge, no fNIRS studies on the relationship between prefrontal activation and working-memory load in older adults have been published to date.

In fMRI research, the n-back paradigm has reliably and validly been employed in establishing cerebral activity patterns in the prefrontal cortex in relation to increasing working-memory load [31,32]. Performance of the n-back task requires online monitoring, updating, and manipulation of remembered information. Therefore it is assumed that large demands are placed on several key processes within working memory. The executive processing components of working-memory are assumed to be more affected by aging than the storage components [33]. In contrast to, for example, delayed-matching-to-sample tasks, the n-back task requires not only passive maintenance, but also executive processing operations, especially at higher task loads. Therefore, the n-back task is highly suitable for cognitive aging research.

fMRI studies reported increased prefrontal activity in older adults in comparison with young adults during performance of a verbal 1-back task. Higher working-memory loads (2- and 3-back) resulted in reduced prefrontal activity [11,12]. Nagel et al. [13] reported that in young adults, activation increased linearly from 1-back up to the highest level of working-memory load (3-back) in several prefrontal areas except the right ventrolateral cortex. By contrast, for older adults no linear increase was reported, except for the left frontopolar cortex, suggesting compensatory activation at low load. The EEG study of Missounier et al. [14] showed that in older adults the amplitude of the frontal early positive-negative working memory (PNwm) component, reflecting neural activity, reached maximal values during the less demanding 0-back task. In young adults, maximal values were reached during performance of the 2- and 3-back task.

The aim of the current study was to investigate how prefrontal brain activity is changing as a function of parametric manipulations of working-memory load in both young and older adults. Based on theories of prefrontal compensatory mechanisms in aging [9,34] we hypothesized that, compared to young, older people show increased prefrontal recruitment during working-memory performance. To test this hypothesis we measured prefrontal activation during performance of a verbal n-back task using fNIRS.

Methods

Participants

Thirty-four healthy Dutch speaking volunteers participated in the study (17 young adults, 10 female, mean age = 25.9±3.0 years, range 21–32; 17 older adults, 11 female, mean age = 70.7±5.2 years, range 64–81). The young adults were recruited from the social network of the authors and were just as naive about the study as the older adults. The older adults were recruited from local bridge, chess, and senior clubs. They did not experience memory problems (self report), were living independently at home, and had unimpaired cognitive function as assessed with the Mini Mental State Examination [35] (mean score = 29.2±0.9, range 27–30). The educational level of the participants was assessed based on the Dutch educational system [36], using seven categories (1 ≤ less than primary school, 7 = university degree). The educational level slightly differed between the young (M = 6.7±0.7, range 5–7) and older adults (M = 5.5±0.9, range 4–7) (Mann Whitney U = 49.50, p<.001), but all participants completed secondary school or higher. Also, in older adults, educational level often underestimates actual intelligence, because many had limited access to advanced schooling. All participants had an IQ >85 as estimated by the Dutch version of the National Adult Reading Test [37]. All were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None of the participants had a history of neurological/psychiatric disease or used psychopharmacological drugs. Six older adults used antihypertensive medication. All participants refrained from alcohol, caffeine, and nicotine from at least 3 hours before the experimental session.

Ethics statement

The research proposal of the present study was submitted to the regional medical-ethics committee (CMO Arnhem-Nijmegen, no. 2009/198), but was deemed exempt from formal medical ethical evaluation, because the study does not fall within the remit of the Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act (WMO). All participants gave written informed consent. All data were anonymized before analysis. The study was performed according to the Helsinki Declaration.

Experimental paradigm

Participants performed three versions of a verbal n-back task (see Figure 1): 0-back (control condition), 1-back (low working-memory load condition), and 2-back (high working-memory load condition). Prior to all conditions, participants practiced the task for one minute and received feedback about their performance. The conditions were preceded by a baseline period of one minute, during which a black fixation cross was displayed at the center of the 15 inch screen. Stimuli were presented in black on a grey background using E-prime 2.0 software (Psychology Software Tools, PA, USA), which also registered the behavioral perfor-
The detection optodes were placed bilaterally attached to the forehead and were tightly fixed in a customized headband (Spencer Technologies™, Seattle, WA). The emission optodes were laterally placed anterior to the midpoint of the eyebrow, at approximately FP1 and FP2 according to the international 10–20 electrode system (see Figure 2). The emission optodes were laterally placed approximately 50 mm to minimize contamination from the extra-cerebral circulation and maximize signal intensity [40,41]. Based on Monte Carlo simulation, the average photon path from emitter to detector is estimated to be ellipsoid or banana-shaped with a penetration depth of approximately 2 to 3 cm [42,43]. Hence, the cerebral areas under investigation were the left and right superior and middle frontal gyrus (Brodmann’s area 10/46) [44]. The differential pathlength factor (DPF), which accounts for the increased distance travelled by light due to scattering, is age-dependent [45]. For the young adults, DPF was calculated by the formula 4.99+0.067×Age0.814. At present however, no data are available on the actual variation of DPF in adults aged above 50 years. Therefore, in the older adults, the DPF was set to 6.61, corresponding to age 50 [45]. Although this results in an inaccurate estimation of true DPF in the elderly, it will have no effect on the accuracy of our assessment of relative changes in [O2Hb] and [HHb] within and between conditions [46].

Cerebral hemodynamic changes during the n-back task may potentially be influenced by systemic changes. To account for this, blood pressure was measured simultaneously using a photo-plethysmography cuff on the index or middle finger of the left hand of the participant (Finometer, Finapres Medical Systems™, the Netherlands). Blood pressure data were available from 15 young and 14 older adults.

Data processing
fNIRS data were analyzed using commercially available software (Oxysoft, Artinis Medical Systems™, The Netherlands). A moving average window of 1 s was applied to the [O2Hb] and [HHb] signals to filter out the noise of the heart beat frequency. The first three trials (all non-targets) of all conditions were excluded from behavioral and fNIRS data analyses. For the fNIRS signals, the value at the start of the fourth trial was taken as zero. Changes of [O2Hb], [HHb], and [tHb] were recalculated for 180 s from this point. Subsequently, each task period was divided into six time segments of 30 s. Mean values of [O2Hb], [HHb], and [tHb] were calculated for each time segment. To quantify asymmetric prefrontal activation, the laterality index (LI) was calculated for the time segments, and for each task the average LI was determined. LI was defined as: 100×(|ΔQleft|−|ΔQright|)/(|ΔQleft|+|ΔQright|), where Qleft and Qright represent the fNIRS

Figure 2. Positioning of the two pairs of fNIRS optodes. The subject of the photograph has given written informed consent (as outlined in the PLoS consent form) to publication of her image. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0046210.g002
parameters [O$_2$Hb], [HHb], and [tHb], measured by the left and right fNIRS channel respectively. The value of the LI ranges from $-100$, indicating pure right-hemispheric dominance, to $+100$, indicating pure left-hemispheric dominance. A value near zero indicates no dominant hemisphere.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using PASW Statistics software version 18.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Behavioral performance on the verbal n-back tasks was assessed by number of hits, misses, correct rejections, and false alarms. The non-parametric discrimination index (i.e., sensitivity) $A'$ was calculated by the formula: $0.5+[(hit\ rate-false\ alarm\ rate)\times(1+hit\ rate-false\ alarm\ rate)]/(4\times(1-hit\ rate\times(1-false\ alarm\ rate)))$. $A'$ is a performance variable derived from signal detection theory [47] and ranges from 0.5 (chance level) to 1 (perfect discrimination between targets and non-targets). Shapiro-Wilk tests and Q-Q plots indicated that the assumptions for performing an ANOVA were not met. Accuracy (i.e. $A'$) of the young and older adults was compared by Mann-Whitney U tests. In both groups, the effects of working-memory load were established by performing Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. For reaction time on targets and non-targets a 2 (group: young, old) x 3 (load: 0-, 1-, 2-back) repeated measures ANOVA was performed. Due to violations of the sphericity assumption, Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied. Significant main effects, group interaction, but only for changes of [O$_2$Hb] ($F(2.82, 45.15) = 5.15, p = .004$; [HHb]: $F(2.17, 34.75) = 0.96, p = .295$; [tHb]: $F(2.68, 42.89) = 4.84, p = .007$). LI suggested slight right-hemispheric dominance during 0-back ([O$_2$Hb]: $LI = -14.9$; [HHb]: $LI = -14.5$; [tHb]: $LI = -19.8$), but not during 2-back performance ([O$_2$Hb]: $LI = -4.6$; [HHb]: $LI = -0.28$; [tHb]: $LI = -15.8$). Therefore, to establish effects of working-memory load and age, data from the left and right fNIRS channel were analyzed separately.

Working-memory load. In the young adults, left prefrontal activation was, overall, larger with increasing working-memory load ([O$_2$Hb]: $F_{2, 32} = 3.98, p = .029$; [HHb]: $F_{2, 32} = 5.99, p = .006$; [tHb]: $F_{2, 32} = 5.48, p = .009$). The 2-back vs. 1-back

### Table 1. Accuracy and reaction times (Mean ± SD) for the verbal n-back tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Young adults</th>
<th>Older adults</th>
<th>U- or F-statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A' (accuracy)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-back</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>139.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-back</td>
<td>0.98 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.97 ± 0.03</td>
<td>94.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-back</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.94 ± 0.05</td>
<td>51.50**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT target (ms)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-back</td>
<td>496.60 ± 79.92</td>
<td>660.95 ± 125.05</td>
<td>20.85**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-back</td>
<td>550.56 ± 77.49</td>
<td>689.89 ± 99.91</td>
<td>20.64**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-back</td>
<td>643.03 ± 134.01</td>
<td>870.59 ± 154.52</td>
<td>21.04**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT non-target (ms)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-back</td>
<td>498.38 ± 84.32</td>
<td>610.38 ± 87.41</td>
<td>14.46**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-back</td>
<td>573.76 ± 101.29</td>
<td>667.98 ± 97.97</td>
<td>7.60*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-back</td>
<td>728.73 ± 155.20</td>
<td>832.19 ± 159.75</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For group comparisons (young vs. older adults) of accuracy Mann-Whitney-U test values are given. For comparisons of reaction time F values are given. **p<.001, *p<.01, #p<.05. 

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0046210.t001

Results

Behavioral performance

Table 1 shows the behavioral results of the young and older adults during the n-back tasks. Compared to the control condition, both low and high working-memory load led to a declined accuracy in older adults (0- vs. 1-back $z = -3.045, p < .001$; 0- vs. 2-back $z = -3.295, p < .001$; 1- vs. 2-back $z = -2.480, p = .011$), but not in young adults. However, with greater load reaction times on targets and non-targets increased significantly in both groups ($p < .001$). No group x load interaction was found for reaction time.

fNIRS results

Figure 3 shows the courses over time of the raw fNIRS signals that were measured during the 20 s pre-task baseline period and during the 180 s verbal n-back tasks. Figures 4 and 5 display the mean changes of [O$_2$Hb], [HHb], and [tHb] for each of the six 30 s time segments in which we divided the 180 s n-back tasks. The four-way interaction of location x time x group x load was not significant ([O$_2$Hb]: $F_{2,33, 167.50} = 1.70, p = .134$; [HHb]: $F_{2,33, 177.68} = 0.44, p = .839$; [tHb]: $F_{2,33, 140.92} = 2.30, p = .053$). A significant location x time x group interaction indicated lateralization effects, which were not consistent across time and groups ([O$_2$Hb]: $F_{2,33, 84.46} = 5.00, p = .004$; [HHb]: $F_{2,33, 79.32} = 0.96, p = .404$; [tHb]: $F_{2,33, 78.96} = 4.51, p = .009$). Further testing at group level revealed however no significant lateralization effects in the older adults (all LIs < ±12), indicating bilateral activation during 0-back, 1-back and 2-back performance. In the young adults, however, a trend was found for the location x time interaction, but only for changes of [O$_2$Hb] ($F_{10, 160} = 1.80, p = .065$). The location x time interaction was significant ([O$_2$Hb]: $F_{2,82, 45.15} = 5.15, p = .004$; [HHb]: $F_{2,17, 34.75} = 0.96, p = .295$; [tHb]: $F_{2,68, 42.89} = 4.84, p = .007$). LIs suggested slight right-hemispheric dominance during 0-back ([O$_2$Hb]: $LI = -21.7$; [HHb]: $LI = -4.8$; [tHb]: $LI = -10.1$) and 1-back ([O$_2$Hb]: $LI = -14.9$; [HHb]: $LI = -14.5$; [tHb]: $LI = -19.8$), but not during 2-back performance ([O$_2$Hb]: $LI = -4.6$; [HHb]: $LI = -0.28$; [tHb]: $LI = -15.8$). Therefore, to establish effects of working-memory load and age, data from the left and right fNIRS channel were analyzed separately.
Figure 3. Grand average waveforms of [O₂Hb], [HHb] and [tHb] changes in the prefrontal cortex. The Figure shows raw fNIRS signals of young and older adults during performance of the verbal 0-back task (upper panels), 1-back task (middle panels) and 2-back task (lower panels). The last 20 s of the pre-task baseline period are marked in the Figure. The n-back task starts at 0 s. The first three trials were excluded from further data analysis. The start of the fourth trial has been marked by the dashed line (T4). For illustrative purposes, in this Figure the signals were nulled at −22 s and were averaged over the left and right optode pair.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0046210.g003
comparison showed increased \([O_2Hb]\) \((p = .007)\), decreased \([HHb]\) \((p = .015)\), and increased \([tHb]\) \((p = .020)\). The 2-back vs. 0-back comparison revealed increased \([O_2Hb]\) \((\text{trend}; p = .053)\) and increased \([tHb]\) \((p = .003)\). The 1-back vs. 0-back comparison showed decreased \([HHb]\) \((p = .005)\). For the right prefrontal cortex, there were no clear effects of working-memory load in the young adults. Only the 2-back vs. 0-back comparison showed increased \([O_2Hb]\) \((\text{trend}; p = .057)\) and increased \([tHb]\) \((p = .016)\).

In the older adults, both left and right prefrontal activation increased with rising load \((\text{left: } [O_2Hb]: F_2, 32 = 10.94, p < .001; [HHb]: F_2, 32 = 2.41, p = .106; [tHb]: F_2, 32 = 11.94, p < .001; \text{right: } [O_2Hb]: F_2, 32 = 10.96, p < .001; [HHb]: F_2, 32 = 7.17, p = .003; [tHb]: F_2, 32 = 6.89, p = .003)\). The 2-back vs. 0-back comparison revealed increased \([O_2Hb]\) \((\text{left and right: } p < .001)\), decreased \([HHb]\) \((p = .013)\), and increased \([tHb]\) \((p < .001)\). The right 2-back vs. 0-back comparison revealed a decrease of \([O_2Hb]\) \((p = .008)\) and increased \([tHb]\) \((p = .001)\) in both hemispheres. No significant changes of the fNIRS parameters were found for the 1-back vs. 0-back comparison.

**Group differences.** For the left fNIRS channel, significant time \times group interactions were found for the 1-back and 2-back task, but not for the 0-back task, suggesting differences in left prefrontal activation over time between young and old. The 1-back condition elicited a significantly different response between groups. Young adults showed a small initial drop of \([O_2Hb]\) and \([tHb]\), and subsequently an increase of \([O_2Hb]\) and \([tHb]\). Contrary to that, older adults showed a decrease of \([O_2Hb]\) and \([tHb]\) \(([O_2Hb]: F_{3, 37} = 10.17, p = .029; [HHb]: F_{3, 37} = 0.88, p = .479; [tHb]: F_{3, 37} = 3.25, p = .030)\). During 2-back performance, both groups showed an increase of \([O_2Hb]\) and \([tHb]\), although the time courses significantly differed \(([O_2Hb]: F_{2, 47} = 4.00, p = .016; [HHb]: F_{2, 47} = 4.34, p < .011; [tHb]: F_{2, 47} = 1.83, p = .163)\).

For the right fNIRS channel, we found significant time \times group interaction effects that were similar to the left fNIRS channel for the 1-back and 2-back task \((1-back: [O_2Hb]: F_{2, 47} = 8.92, p = .003; [HHb]: F_{2, 47} = 2.30, p = .093; [tHb]: F_{2, 47} = 2.15, p = .128)\). The 2-back vs. 0-back comparison revealed increased \([O_2Hb]\) \((\text{left and right: } p < .001)\) and \([tHb]\) \((p = .005)\) and increased \([tHb]\) \((p = .011)\) in both hemispheres. No significant changes of the fNIRS parameters were found for the 1-back vs. 0-back comparison.

**Time course.** The time courses of the hemodynamic changes differed between young and older adults. In young adults the changes of \([O_2Hb]\) and \([HHb]\) during performance of all n-back tasks and the changes of \([tHb]\) during performance of the 2-back task followed a linear trend \((p < .05)\). In the older adults the changes of \([O_2Hb]\) \((\text{left: } p = .053; \text{right: } p = .048)\) and \([tHb]\) \((\text{left: } p = .031; \text{right: } p = .078)\) tended to follow a quadratic course during the 1-back task. For the 2-back task, clear quadratic trends were found \(([O_2Hb]: \text{left and right: } p = .002; [HHb]: \text{left: } p = .180; \text{right: } p = .099; [tHb]: \text{left and right: } p = .001)\).

In addition to this difference in linear vs. quadratic shape of the time-activation curve, we further analyzed group differences in prefrontal activation during the six time segments of the 2-back task. Young adults showed a further increase of \([O_2Hb]\) and \([tHb]\) and a decrease of \([HHb]\) after the fourth time segment \((p < .01)\), with the exception of \([tHb]\) \((p = .128)\). Contrary to that, in older adults the changes of the fNIRS parameters reached a maximum and plateau level during the third time segment \((p < .05)\).
memory function, and that this area is not responsive to task difficulty. Moreover, in the present study, accuracy during 2-back performance was on average very high in both groups. This suggests that working-memory capacity was not exceeded in either of the groups. Furthermore, we found a consistent difference in reaction time between the young adults and elderly, which is in line with the notion that many aspects of information processing become less efficient with increasing age [33]. In both groups reaction times slowed with increasing load. Taken together, our results provide a reliable estimate of the relationship between working-memory load and activation of the prefrontal cortex.

The pattern of prefrontal activation differed between the age groups. Older adults showed bilateral activity during all conditions, whereas young adults showed slight right-hemispheric dominance during 0-back and 1-back performance. These results are in agreement with the HAROLD model ([34], p. 85) which states that “under similar circumstances, prefrontal activity during cognitive performance tends to be less lateralized in older adults than in younger adults.” The function of age-related reductions in asymmetry is unclear, but different interpretations have been introduced such as the dedifferentiation [8] and compensation hypotheses [9]. Our results are in line with CRUNCH [9]. According to CRUNCH, activity in cortical regions is upregulated as task load increases, independent of age. Older adults however, may need to recruit more cortical regions at lower levels of task demand in order to compensate for reduced neural efficiency. In the current study we found that older adults showed bilateral activity already at lower loads. Young adults showed slight right-hemispheric dominance at lower loads. At high task load, young adults no longer showed a lateralization effect, indicating additional recruitment of the left hemisphere.

Furthermore, the time-activation curve during high working-memory load performance differed between groups; it tended to follow a linear course in young adults and a quadratic course in older adults. Maximum and plateau level of activation were reached earlier in older adults than in young adults. Possibly, older adults reached the limit of available neural resources before the young adults did. Alternatively, performance may have become more automatic in older adults. Evidence exists that prefrontal activity increases during initial learning and decreases as a task becomes more practiced [51]. However, we consider this explanation less plausible, because an automatic response would also have occurred in young adults and especially in high performers.

The time course of hemoglobin changes during prolonged cognitive activation has been assessed by means of fNIRS in children [52], in young adults [53–55], in middle aged adults [24], and in Alzheimer patients versus older adults [56]. However, we are not aware of any other fNIRS study that directly compared young and older adults during prolonged cognitive activation using the same task.

Butti et al. [57] provided a detailed description of the time course of the fNIRS parameters in the prefrontal cortex of young healthy adults, while they performed a continuous performance task for ten minutes. The task elicited a significant change of the fNIRS parameters which did not remain constant during the task period. The authors concluded that this fluctuation of fNIRS parameters, which was not correlated with behavioral performance, is the result of a complex mechanism of coupling and uncoupling between cerebral blood flow and cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen. In addition, our study indicates that aging has an effect on the time course of [O2Hb] and [HHb] changes during sustained activation which is possibly the result of changes in neurovascular coupling that accompany aging, although we could not establish the relationship between fNIRS parameter change and behavioral performance. Neurovascular coupling refers to the relationship between local neural activity and subsequent changes in hemodynamic properties of the surrounding vasculature, including cerebral blood flow, cerebral blood volume, and cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen. The mechanisms that underlie neurovascular coupling are not fully understood. However, evidence exists that these mechanisms alter with aging [58]. Aging is accompanied by a degeneration of the vascular system, probably beginning as early as the fourth decade of life [59]. Regional cerebral blood flow, for example, decreases with age and vessel stiffness is enhanced [60]. These phenomena are accompanied by a reduction in the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen [61]. Accordingly, fNIRS may be a valuable complementary method to fMRI in unraveling the effects of aging on the time course of the hemodynamic response.

For data analysis it is important to keep the findings of León-Carrion et al. [62,63] and Butti et al. [57] in mind. Their fNIRS studies showed that exposure to stimuli can cause prefrontal activation lasting long after stimuli cessation and may even induce more robust prefrontal activation after than during the task period. In several fNIRS studies, the mean of a pre- and post-task baseline was calculated to exclude slow drift during the task period by means of a linear fitting procedure. An overshoot of [O2Hb] during the post-task period might lead to an overestimation of drift, resulting in an underestimation of the genuine effects. In our study, we also found an substantial overshoot of [O2Hb] in both young and older adults after task cessation (data not reported). Therefore, we argue for an analysis procedure that does not incorporate post-task baseline activation.

Finally, we recognize some limitations of our study. Since we only monitored activation of the prefrontal cortex, we cannot rule out the possibility that other brain regions were under- or overactivated in older adults in comparison to young adults. We cannot determine whether bilateral brain activity leads to improved performance or whether an underlying mechanism causes both functional brain reorganization and the decrement in performance. Further, in our study, we found that effects of [O2Hb] were not always accompanied by effects of [HHb]. This is in line with the notion that in fNIRS research [O2Hb] may be a more robust indicator for changes in regional cerebral blood flow, due to larger changes in amplitude. Since [HHb] changes are less pronounced, this may have led to slightly weaker statistical results.

Future fNIRS studies on cognitive aging should consider the relationship between performance level and prefrontal activation patterns during working-memory performance. For example, groups should be divided into low and high performers or accuracy can be correlated with prefrontal signal change. Recently, this relationship has been considered in fMRI studies [12,13,15,64]. In both young and older adults, differences in prefrontal activation patterns between high and low performers were found. It is suggested that in comparison to low performers, high performers show increased prefrontal activity under high working-memory demands. This might be true for both young and older adults.
To conclude, in this study we examined the effects of aging on prefrontal activation during working-memory performance. The results suggest that young adults are better able to keep the prefrontal cortex recruited over time. Older adults may, at least at low levels of working-memory load, recruit both hemispheres possibly in an attempt to compensate for the observed age-related decline in performance. Also, our study indicates that effects of aging on the time course of hemodynamic processes must be taken into account in the interpretation of neuroimaging studies that rely on blood oxygen levels, such as fMRI.
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